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Vogl & Peter Zarras (661)  
Visit of Li and Fu’s family, 80th (552)  
With Li & Fu (663)

Peter Goman & OV (664)  
The Goman’s & Vogls (665)  
With the Tadas (666)

Jane Vogl & Tom Doyle (667)  
Vogl and Sandy Sternstein (667)  
OV & Tom Doyle (668)
Relatives
Erwin & Irmtraud Mack (670) Carmen Scholz 15th Cnt Cousin ? (671) A Mack wedding, Styria (572)

With the Wogrins (673) Gary J;s double helix (674) 250 Year Amherst. Auditorium UMass (675)

Roses on deck (676) Burning bush on side (677) Birthday Cactus (678) Back Yard in the fall (679)
Kentucky Derby at the Bresnahan’s

Derby Hats (680)  The lucky winner (681)  More Derby hats (682)

Debbie & Terry B (683)  Kathy & Frank B (684)  Derby Party visitors (685)

The Seymour Wedding (Daniel)

Debbie B, Tom S, TB, Bruce C (686)  With bride & groom (687)  Frank B and Kathy (688)
12 Canterbury Lane (689)        This is how it was built (690)        9 Canterbury Lane (691)

Snow and Ice storm at 12 Canterbury (692, 693, 694, 695 & 695)

Annual Canterbury Farm meeting
Pam C & Ellen (697)                The Seymours (698)                     Vass, Bruce C & Terry B (699)
Faculty retreat, PSE Department, Lord Jeffrey (700)  
Student Xmas party (701)

Jim Capistran & OV (702)  
Shaw Ling Hsu & student (703)  
Linda S and OV (704)

Korger & OV at Doppler F (705) (707)  
Albert Zilkha (706)  
OV, Jim McGrath & Joe C Salamone
The son Eric Vogl family

Eric Vogl (708)  Eric’s family, Kyle, Lisa, Jennifer, Eric, Derek (709)  Eric on his 54th (710)

Kyle V (711)  Derek V (712)  Jennifer V (713)

Kyle at work (714)  Kyle, Jennifer & Derek (715)  Kyle and fiancée Christine (716)
The daughter Yvonne Vogl Marsh family

Fariss Jane Marsh (717)  The entire Marsh family (718)  Fariss Jane M (719)

Justin M at DA (720)  Justin as water polo captain at DA (721)  Nicole M at HM (722)

Father’s Birthday (723)  Father & daughter Yvonne Vogl Marsh (724)  Michael Marsh (725)
Publication Covers

75th Anniversary issue (726)     Higher Aliphatic Polyaldehydes (727)     Japanese Lacquers (728)

Polyperhaloaldehydes (729)     Design for cover (730)     80th Birthday, Chiral Crystallization (731)

Gemeindepost 80th Birthday (732)     Die Briefmarke issue 80th Birthday (733)
Distinguished Honorary Award of the University of Massachusetts, 2010

**OTTO Vogl – Distinguished Honorary Alumni Award**

Dr. Otto Vogl is a UMass Amherst Professor Emeritus and the Herman F. Mark Professor Emeritus of the Polytechnic University in New York. A pioneer in the field of polymer science, he is most noted for his work on the polymerization of higher aldehydes and the importance of the colling temperature of polymerization. Vogl helped advance the research and study of polymers at the UMass Amherst Polymer Science and Engineering Department, bringing national recognition to the program.

With Sean LeBlanc, Alumni President (736)  Acceptance speech (737)  State House, Boston (738)

With the Leaders of UMass (739)  With the invited guests (740)
Sam, the UMass mascot (741) With A Symington, GS Alumni (742) OV & Sen. Stan Rosenberg (743)

With UMass President Wilson (744) The Vogls with S Grossman (745)

Otto Vogl, Nov 2011 (746) OV In action (747) OV in 2011 (748)
OV & JCV at Zhou's h.c. (758)  With my student Dr. h.c. Zhou Qifeng President, Peking University (759)  Robert & M Lenz (760)

With Zhou Qifeng (761)  As President, Jilin University

Richard SStein & OV (762)  At Vogl's: OV & Jan Bartus (763)

OV's 84th Birthday at Zoe's (764)  56th Wedding at Deerfield Inn (765)  With neighbors at Zoe's (766)
At the Seymours for Dinner (767)

At the Whately Inn (768)

Yvonne Vogl Marsh in NY (769)

Dinner in NYC (770)

Jane CV (771)

Kathy B, Jane CV, OV (772)

Linda Y, Richard Y, JCV (773) Linda Y, OV, JCV & Grace (774)
Christmas 2011 at 12 Canterbury Lane

Xmas evening (775) Cyclamen (776) Otto V (777)

Traditional evening flounder (777) Otto V, Xmas Day dinner (778) The Xmas duck (779)

Tree before (780) Grace ready for Xmas (781) Fire place (782) Decorated Xmas tree (784)